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December 2021 performance
Early December saw higher volatility in global markets due to the rapid spread of the new Omicron variant. However, by
the year’s end the subsequent lack of hospitalizations acted to calm markets. Risk premia strategies across
commodities markets clearly outperformed the other asset classes shown below.

Risk Premia Strategies, including momentum, carry, value and volatility across global markets. The deﬁnitions for each of these sub-strategies can be found in Notes *.

2021 performance
Value strategies in the commodities space, as well as carry strategies in Single Name Equities were among the best
performing strategies of the year. Momentum strategies across the board performed poorly.

YTD Single Name Equities - Volatility

YTD Bonds - Volatility

Not applicable

Not applicable

YTD Equity Indices - Carry

Not applicable

YTD Equity Indices - Value

Not applicable

Risk Premia Strategy returns for 2021. The strategies above assume an initial cash of $100.

-

-
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1-year return table
The commodities value strategy, based on long-term price to value ratios, was the top-performing risk premia
strategy. Momentum strategy returns across all asset classes signiﬁcantly underperformed, whilst volatility strategies
provided consistent returns across Equity indices, Commodities and FX.
Equity indices

Single name equities

Bonds

Commodities

FX

Momentum

-1.6%

-7.0%

-1.8%

-18.5%

-3.9%

Volatility

5.0%

-

-

5.7%

6.0%

Carry

-

7.3%

-0.5%

-4.5%

2.1%

Value

-

1.3%

-0.5%

23.8%

1.3%

Rolling 1-year return (%)
The strategies below display the rolling 1-year percentage return of strategies dating back to the start of 2018. We see a
sharp drop in March of 2020 across many strategies, coinciding with the start of the Covid-19 pandemic in the US and
Europe.

Single Name Equities - Volatility

-

Not applicable

Equity Indices - Carry

-

Not applicable

Equity Indices - Value

Not applicable

-

Bonds - Volatility

Not applicable
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*Notes
Momentum
All strategies used a trend lookback period of 252 business days.
Carry
Single-name equity strategies used Dividend yield. Bonds and Commodities Strategies used futures term structure
and FX used central bank interest rates.
Value
Single-name equity strategies used Price/Book ratios, Bonds used yield-to-maturity mean reversion (annual),
Commodities used long-term price value and FX used purchasing power parity (PPP).
Volatility
All strategies were generated by regularly writing 5% OTM put options.
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